THE FIRST VINEYARD WAS PLANTED IN EL DORADO COUNTY

EL DORADO COUNTY CONTAINS 8 DIVERSE SOIL TYPES INCLUDING 34 TOTAL VARIATIONS ACROSS ALL ELEVATIONS

EL DORADO COUNTY HAS BEEN IN WINE PRODUCTION FOR 170 YEARS

OUR SIERRA FOOTHILLS RANGE IN ALTITUDE FROM 1,200-3,200 ft

FULL DIVERSE FLAVORS

Every great tale immerses its explorers in captivating, multifaceted terrain. The picturesque foothills of El Dorado County have supported a vibrant agricultural community for nearly 170 years. Featuring several distinct climate zones and hundreds of microclimates, this heavily forested region is unique for its high altitude and complex topography. This terroir enables diverse soil types to express a wider diversity of flavor profiles than any other region on Earth.

THE HEIGHT OF TASTE

Today, from a diverse range of more than 70 grape varieties, El Dorado County winemakers produce some of California’s most sophisticated wines. The high altitude growing conditions allow our vines to stay cool while receiving fully with a perfect blend of flavors.

FULL DIVERSE SOIL TYPES

170 YEARS

EL DORADO COUNTY WINES HAVE MORE THAN 2,000 ACRES OF GRAPE VINES

1849

The El Dorado Winery Association is on a quest to summon inquisitive, passionate wine enthusiasts to experience the world’s greatest wine tasting treasures. Grown in a stunning variety of microclimates by multigenerational winemaking families, our wines express a wider diversity of flavor profiles than any other region on Earth.

EXPLORERS WELCOME

Satisfy your WINEdrastur and experience the most diverse expression of high quality varietals on the planet. With more than 70 wineries in the county, there is something for everyone. A CALL TO ADVENTURE
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 OUR JOURNEY

Home to more than 2,000 acres of vines, El Dorado County has been California’s most unique destination for wine adventurers since the first vineyard was planted in 1849. During the Gold Rush, El Dorado County boomed as fortune seekers arrived to forge new destinies.

FULL, DIVERSE FLAVORS

Today, from a diverse range of more than 70 grape varieties, El Dorado County winemakers produce some of California’s most sophisticated wines. The high altitude growing conditions allow our vines to stay cool while receiving more hours of sunlight, leading them to ripen fully with a perfect blend of flavors.

THE HEIGHT OF TASTE

Every great tale immerses its explorers in captivating, multifaceted terrain. The picturesque foothills of El Dorado County, ranging in elevation from 1,200 to 3,200 feet, have supported a vibrant agricultural community for nearly 170 years. Featuring several distinct climate zones and hundreds of microclimates, this region is unique for its high elevation and complex topography.

OUR SIERRA FOOTHILLS RANGE IN ALTITUDE FROM 1,200-3,200 FT
CREATING HUNDREDS OF MICROCLIMATES

EL DORADO COUNTY HAS BEEN IN WINE PRODUCTION FOR 170 YEARS

EL DORADO COUNTY ENJOYS IDEAL GROWING CONDITIONS

THE FIRST VINEYARD WAS PLANTED IN EL DORADO COUNTY

1849

EL DORADO COUNTY IS HOME TO MORE THAN 70 GRAPE VARIETIES

EL DORADO COUNTY IS HOME TO MORE THAN 70 WINERIES

EVENTS

A CALL TO ADVENTURE

The El Dorado Winery Association is on a quest to summon inquisitive, passionate wine enthusiasts to experience the world’s greatest wine tasting treasures. Grown in a stunning variety of microclimates by multigenerational winemaking families, our wines express a wider diversity of flavor profiles than any other region on Earth.

EXPLORERS WELCOME

Satisfy your WINEderlust and experience the most diverse expression of high quality varietals on the planet. With more than 70 wineries nestled in the invitingly rugged foothills of El Dorado County, there simply isn’t a more unique and welcoming place to indulge your inner wine adventurer.

DOCUMENT YOUR DISCOVERIES

Share your journey with us for a chance to WIN EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to an upcoming event! Upload photos and “field notes” from your wine adventure to social media and include the hashtag:

#TheGreatOutThere

For tickets and more information visit: eldoradowines.org

APRIL 17-19, 2020

For tickets and more information visit: eldoradowines.org

SEPTEMBER 7, 2019

For tickets and more information visit: eldoradowines.org

YEAR ROUND WINERY EVENTS

Be sure to check our website for individual winery events throughout the year! eldoradowines.org